And what insights does such a reading offer? The book of Job certainly deals with conflict at the very deepest levels of being-and conflict lies at the heart of drama. Moreover, such a reading is supported by a consideration of the book's overarching structure.
centuries BCE'. 4 In other words, in terms of dates and the cross-cultural links of the Mediterranean world in the centuries before Christ, the author of Job could well have been influenced by the Athenian tragedies of the fifth century BCE.
Aristotle's Poetics describes the characteristics of tragedy, emphasizing particularly peripeteia (the sudden reversal of the protagonist's fortunes) and anagnorisis (the protagonist's realization of the truth, often effected by pathos, suffering). According to this understanding, Job fits the tragic pattern perfectly. Indeed, in 1918, Horace Kallen reconstructed Job in four acts, 5 in a direct imitation of Euripidean theatre-an interpretation 'whose deficiencies have been amply demonstrated'. 6 Job's character, and the high literary quality of the text, also point to the tragic genre: 'Suffering alone does not make a tragic hero-there has to be resistance to suffering. His fear... is changed to awe... At the core of any good tragedy is a profound disturbance of the human equilibrium.' 7 But the book of Job by no means fits the tragic model perfectly, on two main counts:
1. Aristotle insists that peripeteia must be preceded by hamartia-an error of judgment: this is plainly not true in Job's case, he being 'blameless and upright' (2.3)-a description taken at face value by most analysts. (Brenner, however, believes that the pious Job of the Prologue and Epilogue is the antithesis of the Job of the poem. 8 O'Connor takes this idea further, claiming that the Job of the poem is far from blameless, but shows 'angry irreverence', 'arrogance and a sense of self-importance and disdain for others', and 'enormous pride' which, following Aristotle's description of the tragic hero, O'Connor labels 'hybris'. 9 ) 2. There is a happy ending to Job-not merely the promise of recompense in heaven, but restoration on earth. Whedbee goes on to point out the flaw in this otherwise exciting approach: it deals only with the poem of Job, not with the work as a whole.
Job as Comedy
If tragedy explores the perspective that 'in the midst of life we are in death', comedy takes the opposite view. Whedbee argues that the book of Job is a comedy-not in the sense that laughter is the appropriate response, but rather that Job embodies 'that vision of comedy which has two central ingredients: first, its perception of incongruity that moves in the realm of the ironic, the ludicrous, and the ridiculous; and second, a basic plot-line that leads ultimately to the happiness of the hero and his restoration to a serene and harmonious society'. Job's friends are, Whedbee comedy is fluid, and a work as richly complex as Job can legitimately evoke both responses'. 13 For Job has nothing of the impiety of true comedy-'comedy is sacrilege as well as release'.
14 And Job is much less of a comic than a tragic hero: 'The former is able to adjust, manoeuvre and overcome his plight by cunning, luck or intrigue; the latter is a man of integrity whose inflexibility and destiny lead to his inevitable downfall'. 15 A traditional item in Arabian poems was a description of animals of the wild. Creatures such as the wild ass, ostrich, eagle, hawk, camel and horse were depicted with expert knowledge. The audience relished also other scenes of nature, such as the desert storms, and precepts of proverbial wisdom. 16 Habel also, from the nature of Job's content, mentions ancient Near Eastern prototypes 'which clarify the genre of Job as a whole'. He refers to Sumerian and Babylonian texts with the same basic plot: 'The author of the book of Job, however, has adapted and expanded each component of this plot to highlight the existential complexities and theological paradoxes involved in exploring this plot'. 17 In pre-Islamic Arabia, with a population that may have had much in common with Job's 'tribesmen of the East', appreciation of recited poetry was highly developed... Chains of such tradition are known to extend over centuries... We can likewise imagine that Job was also declaimed from memory with the relishing of every syllable, evoking fascination with the suspense and resolution of its drama.
Job as Semitic Drama

18
Hourani describes 'great cycles of stories about heroes... [whose] origins are lost in the mists of time'. Though dating is indeed uncertain, one of the most famous of these 'sagas' concerns Iskander-Alexander the Great-so may well have dated from that period. Hourani also describes the content of these tales:
Some evoke the universe of supernatural forces which surround human life... At the heart of them lies the idea of a hero... pitted against the forces of evil-whether men or demons or their own passions-and overcoming them. These compositions were recited in a mixture of poetry, rhymed prose and ordinary prose.
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One such pre-Islamic story led to the development, according to Omani bedouin in the 1920s, of their dramatized ceremonial, as described by Bertram Thomas: 'There was dancing, and... chanting of heroic verse. The leader gabbled his lines and at the end of each couplet, the rest of the party shouted in chorus "Allahu Akbar" ["God is great!"].' 20 The implication is that primitive corporate drama was an element of ancient Arabian culture.
My own experience of drama in peninsular Arabia-whose customs remain little changed since pre-Islamic times-is of a natural and spontaneous occurrence. A leader, sometimes two, initiates the 'action' of the story, while others act as chorus, either repeating back, or developing variants on the same theme. This is not drama in the Greek sense: rather, it is a corporate dramatic expression of events, hopes, likes and dislikes, chanted, in verse-form, while participants dance round slowly, and in stately fashion, accompanied by the beating of a drum.
If the book of Job did originate as this type of Semitic drama cycle, it would explain one thing which has vexed critics, especially in recent 
A Conclusion?
As one might expect from one of the greatest works ever written, the book of Job defies easy categorisation into any of the contemporaneous genres. Nonetheless, I believe that to see Job as drama is not only plausible, but can offer insights as to its meanings. To explore some of these, I have chosen to consider Job-an untheatrical drama-in relation to Luigi Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of an Author-a seminal twentieth-century drama which uses some of the same themes and devices, but in a self-consciously theatrical setting. with passionate intensity, weakly interpreted by the actors as grotesque melodrama; the plot builds up to a crescendo when the Child is discovered drowned in a fountain, because the rest of the family were too wrapped up in their own agonies to look after her, and a shot rings out as we presume the Boy to have taken his life in despair. Or are they only acting?
Job and
As with Job, the plot-line itself is not the most important element of the story: it is rather Pirandello's ability to create compelling visual stage-art from metaphysical concepts; to depict people's failures to communicate, the inadequacy of being weak but well-meaning, the des peration of human beings at odds with their society, the life-destroying power of lust, fear, jealousy and incomprehension.
Ostensibly, as set up in the first two chapters, the book of Job is an exploration of whether disinterested piety exists, through the protago nist's seemingly endless torment, internal and external. Indeed, its plot is an examination of the character of God-monstrous tyrant, or just supervisor of the affairs of humankind? And the resolution of the issues reveals 'a radically different model of God, creation, and human exis tence'. 23 Likewise, in the plot of Six Characters, Pirandello probes the meaning of a terrifying existential situation: 'All that man has at his disposal for such a task is words and thoughts ... which go round and round in the brain [of Pirandellian man], only to produce another terror, another vertigo' . 24 Interestingly, Job also experiences vertiginous feelings, attributed by Bechtel to his loss of control over life:
Job is portrayed as a very prosperous, upper-class male who has stock piled excessively. Stockpiling wealth has also allowed him to stockpile status within his circumscribed community, once again creating the illu sion of protection and control, thus placing Job under the tyranny of his own ego. With the loss of these things he loses his illusion of control over life and is devastated. 25 Peter Brook argues that, among humankind's needs which seek satis faction in the theatre, ' 26 Both Job and Six Characters have a deus ex machina (literally, in Job) breaking into the plot. The interventions are to a very different end: like God, the Characters bring a 'reality' which is more intense than that of the Actors and theatre; unlike God, they bring disturbance and conflict: the action switches to another plane, but one of chaos and compulsion.
God does not arrive to resolve Job's problem, nor to answer his questions: 'Job has no right to an explanation for his suffering, any more than he has the right to have the purpose of crocodiles explained to him... God neither affirms nor denies the doctrine of retribution, but marginalises it.' 27 Ultimately God offers Job a reality beyond his pain, beyond his questioning, beyond his anger. It is the tragedy of Pirandellian drama that behind all the illusions-of theatre, characters, actors, masks-there is no ultimate reality. The Author never arrives, never completes the work-indeed, it is impossible in Pirandello's world for that to happen.
Character
Six Characters shares with the book of Job a structure involving two 'casts' : Job and his friends are set within the play whose setting is 'the court of heaven'; the Characters play out their passion in the presence of the characterless Actors. Accused by the Manager of 'philosophising', the Father answers: 'Because I suffer, sir! I'm not philosophising: I'm crying aloud the reason of my sufferings. ' 28 Unlike Job, the Father is not blameless: he, and the whole family, are eternally trapped in a cycle of lust, abuse and death from which the Author will not free them by making them into a completed work. The frustration of the Characters, impelled by the inevitability of their drama, to make the Actors understand the situation recalls Job's inability to be understood by his friends, the essential isolation of the human person: 'We think we understand each other, but we never really do!' cries the Father. 29 Job's friends provide the stimulus for Job's own re-evaluations of his 26 condition, emphasising his isolation not only from his peers but also from his society; for the Father, it is not words but actions-the endlessly repeated traumatic encounter with the Stepdaughter-which produce his isolation from all around. Six Characters offers us unnamed archetypes: Mother, Father, Stepdaughter, and so on-nameless, and defined wholly by relationship. Job and the Characters rail against the roles of victim in which they have been cast; all are helpless to do anything other than act them out, submit to them, however angrily.
Perhaps the most fundamental difference between the characters in the two works, though, is seen in the character of God. Prior to God's appearance, Job has seen him as a larger-than-life human being, one whose concerns and preoccupations are the same as those of humanity, but on a greater scale: Nonetheless, God's appearance as a character is a form of indispensable incarnation-something that the theatre itself denies to Pirandello's Characters:
The theatre, as represented by the Manager and his company, cannot cope with the demands of the reality the Characters bear with them on to the stage. The Characters offer theatre an opportunity to redeem itself; they lay before it an idea of total incarnation. But theatre simply cannot rise to the occasion.
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Dialogue Pirandello's own definition of dramatic dialogue as spoken action is useful for thinking about Job and Six Characters. In the latter, the fractured dialogue represents the play's clashes and conflicts. There are interruptions, irritated and strained relations between Characters and Actors-to the extent that the Characters' full story is not revealed till the very last moments of the play, prevented previously by the interplay of conflicts major and minor. relevant for the modern world as it was for the ancient world' , 35 Pirandellian drama too has a reputation for being 'cerebral' in its concern with one notion (that appearance is reality-a conclusion ulti mately refuted in Job). Yet Pirandello's starting-point is emotional disturbance-characters and plot embody the philosophy-and indeed subvert the play itself, and the whole notion of theatrical illusion. The philosophical similarities and contrasts between Six Characters and the book of Job can be seen in Bentley's comments:
For Pirandello there is only one special kind of ethics to be had-an ethics of compassion in the face of impossibility. The neurosis of man is seen as bordering on psychosis, and occasionally falling headlong into it. Though man may achieve compassion, he is first and foremost not a moral being but a pathological one... Pathology plunges Pirandello into despair about existence itself-a metaphysical anguish. A schizophrenic is out of touch with us and we with him... Such unknowability and unreachability constitute for Pirandello the human condition generally. This is a philosophical proposition, but before it is that, it is the 'impres sion' Ufe made on him, a shocking, agonising impression.
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By contrast, the unknowability of God in Job is not a cause for despair, but for wonder, for trust. Job's encounter with God gives him a new understanding of reality which is 'given concrete expression as this previously isolated and alienated sufferer re-establishes relationships. Not only is he reconciled with God, he also prays to God for his friends, receives his brothers and sisters and becomes a father to ten more children (42.7-17)'.
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Enactment Is any play complete without performance? Literary scholars say 'Yes'; theatrical ones say 'No'. The Manager in Six Characters exclaims irritably: 'You've got to understand that you can't go on arguing at your own pleasure. Drama is action, sir, action and not confounded philoso phy'. 38 As usual, he is oversimplifying: for the Characters, as for Job, 'confounded philosophy' is the mainspring of the action. 
